MRI provides an opportunity to link neuroanatomic phenotypes to genetic expression. Genome-wide associative studies in the ENIGMA consortium and the UK Biobank have demonstrated significant links between brain structure and specific genes. Similar studies in rodents are challenging because of the scale. We report whole brain diffusion connectomes of four strains of mice (C57BL/6J, DBA/2J, CAST/EiJ, and BTBR) at spatial resolution 20,000 times higher than the human connectome. We derived volumes and scalar diffusion metrics for 322 regions of the brain. Volume was the most heritable trait followed by FA, RD, and AD. These traits were heritable in > 60% of the regions when comparing all four strains. Many were also highly heritable when the BTBR was not included. Using a unique statistical approach to limit false discovery allowed us to identify a number of specific brain nodes in which connectivity was highly heritable.
HIGHLIGHTS
• Microscopic MRI/DTI connectomes were generated in 4 strains of mice (n=8/strain). • Heritability of volume, and diffusion metrics was measured for 166 regions.
• Low dimensional scaling allowed robust comparison of connectome nodes.
• Volume, FA, AD, RD and connectome nodes are heritable in over 50% of the regions.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic approaches have been used for over 40 years to study sources of natural variation in brain structure within humans and many other species. These approaches have ranged from electron microscopy (EM) of single neurons and their arborizations [1] to global studies of whole brain systems [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The advent of structural and functional MRI has opened up new ways to systematically probe the influence of genetic variation, developmental stage, environmental factors, neurological, psychiatric and neurodegenerative disease on brain structure and function [2, 4, 7, 10] . Exploration of the genetic modulation of brain connectomes is a relatively new extension driven largely by powerful diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) methods that now have much higher throughput [4, 6] . While numerous studies have explored the genetic modulation of cortical and cerebellar volumes using MRI, there is now greater interest in the structural and functional connections-the connectomes of brain, and relations to variation in connectomes to variation in behavior, aging, and disease (e.g., the Human Connectome Project http://www.humanconnectomeproject.org/, the ENIGMA Consortium (http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/, and the ADNI collaboration http://adni.loni.usc.edu/).
Application of these MR methods in the rodent allows one to examine dimensions not readily available in the clinical setting and with significantly higher spatial resolution, despite much smaller absolute brain volumes [11] [3] [12] . Perhaps the most compelling advantage of rodent models is the ability to systematically control genomes, impact diseases, test treatments, and to obtain tissues and cells at different stages. This tight experimental control and the fact that one can study identical genomes multiple times allows one to ask questions that usually cannot be addressed well in a clinical setting. For example, it is practical to study thousands of isogenic cases to accumulate massive omics datasets for a "given brain"-as done by the Allen Brain Institute to study brain gene expression [13] .
One goal of this study is to take advantage of the isogenicity of four different strains of mice-C57BL/6J (B6), DBA/2J (D2), CAST/EiJ (CAST) and BTBR T+ Itpr3 tf /J (BTBR) to systematically map regional volume, DTI metrics, and connectomes for over 166 brain regions and fiber tracts. We have resampled each strain at a reasonable within-strain replication rate of eight per genome-four males and four females, all young adults at about 3 months-of-age. By carrying out the same MRI workflows across these four markedly different strains we are able to estimate heritabilities for large number of structures, parameters, and connectivities. We are also able to map the neuroanatomical distribution of both means and variances of the variables we have measured, and to test how the patterns of heritability highlight otherwise undetectable systems-level features. For example, do components of particular CNS systems tend to have higher or lower heritabilities due to relaxed or purifying selection? Do regions of the brainstem responsible for core homeostatic mechanisms have lower variation and lower heritability than forebrain structures?
The majority of the human studies are genome-wide association studies (GWAS) that have modest statistical power but the ability to define critical loci with a high degree of precision [14] [4]. Mouse linkage studies can provide the higher power of a family linkage study, albeit with lower precision. The availability of very large families of isogenic mice-for example, the BXD family-provides a middle ground, with good power and sub-centimorgan precision [15] . To date, the extension of quantitative connectomics to rodent neurogenetics has been limited. A number of investigators have studied regional volume changes and diffusion scalar metrics, e.g., fractional anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD) and mean diffusivity (MD) in specific knockouts [16, 17] . But connectomic studies have been limited by the technical difficulties of scaling from the human brain (1500 g) to the mouse (0.45 g) [18] [19] [20] . The simultaneous demands of reducing voxel volume by at least 3000, providing sufficient diffusion weighting, sampling an adequate number of gradient angles, maintaining signal to noise, all while maintaining a reasonable scan time (under 24 hours), have made routine mouse brain connectomics challenging. All of this must be viewed in light of recent papers that have highlighted the problems of false negative tracts in structural diffusion connectomics [21] [22] . A single 1.25 mm 3 voxel, as used in the human connectome project, can encompass on the order of 100,000 neurons and their processes [23] . Errors in tractography resulting from crossing and merging fibers can result in substantial false positive connections. Mapping connectomics from human to mouse is technically challenging.
We have addressed many of the technical questions through the development of magnetic resonance histology, i.e. scans of postmortem tissue using a collection of unique hardware and adaptation of specialized encoding methods [24] [25] . We have validated the methods against retroviral tracers and gauged some of the limitations [20, 24] . And we have streamlined the methods to allow the higher throughput required for quantitative genomics [12, 24] .
This paper applies state-of-the-art MRI workflows to study heritabilities at three different levels: (1) volumetrically-defined brain structures, including well over 150 regions of interest-both nuclei, cortical regions, and fiber tracts, (2) Scalar DTI parameters, and (3) variation in DTI-defined connectomes. For this initial work, we have used four fully inbred strains of mice at the same age used by the Allen Brain Atlas and with eight replicates each: 1. C57BL/6J (B6)-often referred to as "the mouse"-the references strain for murine genomics and neuroscience. B6 is the maternal strain of the large BXD family of strains (n of 150 progeny strains [15] ). B6 is a member of the Mus musculus domesticus subspecies, and has a mean brain weight of 479 ± 3.7 mg (n = 259, all brain data generated in our laboratory using relatively uniform methods, [26] and www.mbl.org/references/BrainWeightOfStrainofMice.xlsx, and GeneNetwork trait 49909). 2. DBA/2J (D2)-the oldest fully inbred strain-and like B6, also well sequenced [27] .
D2 is the other parent of the BXD family and a Mus musculus domesticus with a mean brain weight of 403 ± 4.5 mg (n = 154). 3. CAST/EiJ (CAST)-a fully inbred derivative of a wild Southeast Asian subspecies of Mus musculus (M.m, castaneus). This strain breeds well with other strains, and although somewhat smaller has a mean brain weight of 395 ± 4.6 mg m (n = 23). 4. BTBR T+ Itpr3 tf /J (BTBR)-a common inbred strain with well-known behavioral and neuroanatomical abnormalities [28] [29], including a highly penetrant callosal defect. A Mus musculus domesticus with a brain weight of 487 ± 3.9 very close to that of B6 (n = 51)
The first two strains were chosen to test sensitivity to detect relatively subtle phenotypic differences among two neuroanatomically normal strains. The specific long range goal was to validate and extend work using the BXD family, for which a very deep neuroanatomical and behavioral phenomes has already been assembled [15] . In contrast, CAST/EiJ and BTBR were chosen to maximize genetic and neuroanatomical variability, respectively. The choice of any four isogenic strains limits generality of findings, and means that estimates still have a narrow range of applicability, but with this level of within-strain replication, we can address the following questions:
• What is the heritability of brain structure volumes across the whole strain set and across specific subsets -for example the parents of the BXD family? • To what extent do differences in heritabilities map onto conventional neuroanatomical divisions or systems? • To what extent are heritabilities sensitive to the inclusion of different subspecies (CAST/EiJ) or known mutations (BTBR)? • What are the relative heritablities of regional volumes and the scalar metrics generated by DTI? • What image-based phenotypes derived from the connectome are heritable? • Can one resolve regional heritability differences based on connectivity? Figure 1 shows dorsal slices from the color fractional anisotropy (clrFA) image of the average male (n = 4) from each strain. The FA is a normalized ratio of the eigen values from the diffusion tensor which ranges from 0 (isotropic) to 1(anisotropic) [30, 31] . The white matter is anisotropic and the intensity of the FA images is linearly related to the anisotropy. Color has been added by encoding the direction of the principal eigen vector from the diffusion tensor. In this presentation, red is left/right, green is anterior/posterior, and blue is dorsal/ventral. The comparison shows morphologic differences as well as quantitative differences in the white matter anisotropy. The corpus callosum is much thicker and the saturation higher for the B6 indicating higher anisotropy. The corpus is thinner and the intensity lower in the D2 and CAST. The midline connection of the corpus is totally absent in the BTBR. More quantitative differences can be derived as seen below. For each specimen there are ten different scalar images derived from the diffusion processing pipeline (See Methods). Each image highlights different anatomy in a complimentary fashion (See Figure S1 ) which is exploited in mapping the labels required for generating the connectomes (See Methods).
RESULTS

Whole Brain Population Atlases Provide Anatomic Detail
Multiple Brain Biomarkers are Heritable
A number of GWAS studies have demonstrated high heritability for volumes in multiple regions of the brain [14] [5, 6, 10, 32] Figure 2a is a plot of the heritability of strain means (H 2 r i x ) [33, 34] of the sub volumes in our mouse brain atlas that have been rank ordered from highest to lowest heritability. The plot includes the 166 regions of interest (ROI) for one hemisphere (See Methods). The volume of each sub region has been normalized to the total brain volume. The circles show the broad sense heritability when including all 4 strains. The stars exclude the BTBR, i.e. include only the B6, D2, and CAST. The color bar in each graph is a log scale of the value for that graph which allows one to appreciate any strong correlations with the magnitude of the metric and the rank order. The volume of all of the 166 sub regions is highly heritable (H 2 r i x >0.8). As expected, the heritability drops when the BTBR is excluded. But the heritability of the group of similar strains is still very high (>0.8) for ~130 of the 166 total regions. The same trends are evident to a lesser extent when the same graphs are generated for broad-sense heritability (H 2 , See Figure S2 ). The high heritability of strain means indicates that these traits will be amenable to linkage studies in populations derived from these inbred strains. Figure 2b shows the heritability of FA with and without the BTBR. Again, the regions of interest are rank ordered. Nearly 150 regions have heritability >0.8 when the BTBR are included. When the BTBR are excluded, there is still a surprisingly large number of regions (~100) with heritability >0.8. The effects are similar for RD ( Figure 2c ) and AD (Figure 2d ), with higher heritability for more regions when the BTBR are included. RD is slightly more heritable than AD. Both are slightly less heritable than FA which is derived from the two. The heritability of both is not strongly dependent on their value, i.e. the heritability is not necessarily higher for larger values. Similar trends are seen for broad sense heritability ( Figure S2 ). Table 1 lists the top 20 regions from the rank ordered list for each of the scalar metrics in Figure 2 when comparing heritability for all four strains. Cerebellar white matter FA and FA from multiple regions of the cortex are highly heritable. Several regions are highlighted in both volume and diffusion changes, e.g. cingulate cortex-volume and FA; fimbria-volume, RD, and AD; lateral lemniscus-volume, FA and AD. And multiple regions have correlated heritability in AD, RD, and FA. Figure S3 summarizes these results more globally. Volume is heritable in all the major subdivisions (isocortex, pallium, subpallium, diencephalon, midbrain, hindbrain and white matter) whether or not the BTBR is included. FA is similarly highly heritable in all regions with and without the BTBR. Perhaps the most curious findings are in the isocortex. FA is highly heritable when the BTBR is included or left out even though the absolute value of the FA is relatively low. The heritability of MD and RD drop significantly when the BTBR are removed from the analysis, suggesting there are significant differences in the underlying cytoarchitecture of the isocortex in the BTBR. Figure 3 shows the average full connectome for all four strains: a) B6; b) D2; c) CAST; d) BTBR. The connection strength is shown with a log10 color scale. Each graph includes four sub sections: upper left-connections within left hemisphere, upper rightconnections from left hemisphere to right, lower left-right hemisphere to left, and lower right-connections within right hemisphere. Figure S4 shows the order of seeds (top to bottom: isocortex, pallium, sb-pallium, diencephalon, midbrain, hindbrain and white matter) and targets (left to right: isocortex, pallium, subpallium, diencephalon, midbrain, hind brain and white matter ) for each quadrant [20] . Direct comparison of connectomes is complicated by the problems of false discovery [35] . But visual comparisons do reveal differences between the BTBR (Figure 3d ) and the other strains. Reduction between the hemispheres is evident when one looks at the upper right and lower left section of each quadrant. There are some intriguing differences between the more normal strains and the BTBR. The upper right-hand part of each quadrant shows connectivity between the isocortex and midbrain, hindbrain and white matter. The edge strengths in all of these regions is considerably reduced in the BTBR (Figure 3d ) which is consistent with the observations in Figure S3 .
Average Connectomes are Generated for Each Strain
Isogenic Comparisons Support Generation of a Heritability Adjacency Matrix
A crucial element of this study is the use of isogenic animals. This is apparent in Figure  2 ) of the corresponding edge in the connectome. In Figure 4a each vertex is the result of 32 measurements of connection strength for that edge across the entire population, i.e. with the inclusion of the BTBR. The color scale is no longer logarithmic as in Figure 3 across a logarithmic dynamic range. It is linear. Figure 4b shows the identical graph for n=24, i.e. the same population as in Figure 4a , less the BTBR. Inclusion of the BTBR results in higher heritability in connections between the two hemispheres arising from the known loss of connectivity across the midline, also seen in Figure 1d . Table S1 lists the top 20 most heritable edges from Figure 4a . There are three edges (highlighted) that rise to the top 20 in both comparisons, i.e. with and without the BTBR. Inspection shows that the corpus callosum, the prominent phenotype for the BTBR is one of the more important nodes, in comparison of both groups. This is consistent with the subjective impression one derives from Figure 1 where both the morphologic structure and the intensity of the FA are visually different across the strains. Figure 4 suggests that collections of edges in several regions have strong heritability. And subjective comparisons of connectomes in Figure 3 suggest regions where there are differences. But statistical comparisons are challenging. First, false discovery is a confound because of the size of the array (332x332). Secondly, the heritability calculations are essentially test statistics, whose sensitivity and specificity are dependent on the degree to which the data satisfy certain assumptions. While those assumptions are often appropriate, for these data, exploratory analysis demonstrates that they are not. Nonparametric methods for quantifying heritability fail to rectify this situation. Figure S5 demonstrates that there are no edges on their own that pass the typical 0.05 level of significance once conservatively correcting for multiple comparisons. Nonetheless, it is clear from the previous figures (Figure 3 and 4) that there are significant differences between the strains. The problem is that existing methods for quantifying these differences are not adequate. We therefore devised a new method for statistically determining heritability of connectomes. Rather than treating each edge as an independent object, we first assess whether the connectome, as a whole, is heritable. Indeed, as demonstrated by Figure 5a and 5b, the connectomes of a given strain tend to be more similar to one another than they are to other strains. Using classical multidimensional scaling to embed each connectome into just two dimensions, it becomes apparent that the connectomes tend to form strainspecific groups. This connectome-wide group effect is preserved both when including and excluding the BTBR strain. Given these results, the natural next question is which brain regions confer the resulting heritability.
Omnibus Embedding Improves the Confidence in Comparisons
To answer this question, we leverage recent developments in the statistical analysis of populations of graphs on a shared vertex set, to find a joint low-dimensional representation of each node in each connectome, based on its connectivity profile, that is, its set of connections. Doing so enables us to use standard methods for subsequent inference. In particular, we posit a multivariate non-parametric k-sample test hypothesis: for each node, is its low-dimensional representation for a given strain sampled from the same distribution as the other strains. Figure 5c shows that about 280 nodes, out of the 322 possible nodes, are significantly different across all four strains, after a stringent correction for false positives. Figure 5d shows the same analysis for the three control groups where now there are roughly 150 nodes that are significantly different. Moreover, there are multiple pairs of nodes where both hemispheres were significantly different. The top twenty are listed in Table 2 . Figure 6 shows the tractograms for four of the nodes in which the p values are the most significant, i.e. Table 2 . The corpus callosum is profoundly different in the BTBR and it is the most highly ranked node when comparing all four strains. The termination at the mid line is obvious in Figure 6b . The corpus callosum is also highly heritable when the BTBR is excluded. And this is consistent with the anatomical observations from Figure 1 in both the morphology and intensity in the color FA. The substantia nigra, internal capsule and fimbria are the next three most highly ranked nodes when comparing all four strains. The internal capsule and substantia nigra are also in the top 4 when comparing the three similar strains suggesting that these regions are highly heritable across many strains. Examination of the tractograms affirms the statistical findings. Tracts across the midline are substantially reduced for the BTBR in the substantia nigra and internal capsule and clearly less dense in the contralateral side for the fimbria than the other three strains.
DISCUSSION
This study applies state-of-the-art MRI workflows to study heritabilities at three different levels: (1) volumetrically-define brain structures, including well over 100 regions of interest-both nuclei, cortical regions, and fiber tracts, (2) DTI parameters, and (3) variation in DTI-defined connectomes. For this initial work we have used four fully and isogenic inbred strains of mice that differ greatly in genome sequence--from 5 to 15 million variants distinguishing any pair of strains.
The most important findings are:
Microscopic MRI/DTI Provides Quantitative Phenotypes
Brain connectomes can vary over an enormous range of scale, over species, and technologies. The electron microscopy connectome of the drosophila acquired at nanometer resolution is constructed at voxels on the order of 10 -15 mm 3 [36] . Clinical MRI acquires data with voxels on the order of 2 mm 3 [23]. The mouse brain data in these studies were acquired with voxels < 10 -5 mm 3 . Tract tracing in an EM image relies on different physical phenomena than a retroviral tracer which in turn is a considerably different tracing mechanism than diffusion. Thomas et al [21] and Maier-Hein et al [22] have explored the specificity and sensitivity of the diffusion based (human) connectome and concluded that there can frequently be more false positive connections than true positive connections. One explanation is that merging or crossing fibers can lead to errors in tracking. This observation has driven us to push the spatial/angular resolution (in rodents) by nearly 5 orders of magnitude over that of clinical scans to limit the consequences of volume averaging [20] . The data reported here are to the best of our knowledge, the highest (spatial/angular) resolution available of genetically linked diffusion connectivity metrics in the mouse brain yet reported. And the limits of sensitivity and specificity have been carefully catalogued relative to retroviral tracers [20, 24] . Several investigators have used in vivo MRI to investigate structural connectivity in genetically engineered mice. Practical problems of life support limit the resolution in these studies to ~100x100x500 um with ~30 angular samples [37] [38] . Scans of post mortem specimens permit longer, higher resolution studies. Zhang et al reported some of the first DTI images of the post mortem mouse brain in 2002 [31] and have more recently used the method to understand the role of Bcl-x in brain development [39] . Subsequent studies have extended spatial resolution and applied the method to unraveling morphologic changes in genetic models of neurologic disease [16, 40] . These studies relied on the scalar metrics (AD, RD, FA etc.) but did not include any connectome. Generating the connectome adds a significant complication as one must acquire a "sufficient" number of angular samples to allow resolution of crossing and merging fibers. And the term "sufficient" has been a source of controversy. Calamante et al have developed higher resolution tract density methods for connectomics in post mortem specimens at 100 um 3 with 30 angular samples [41] . To enable comparison across the range of applications (human, mouse, in vivo, post mortem), we proposed the resolution index (RI), the product of the spatial and angular resolution [12] . RI for the human connectome is 128 [23] . RI for Calamante's study is 30,000 [41] . The RI for this work is >500,000.
Volume, FA, AD, RD, and Connectomes are Highly Heritable
Virtually all the scalar metrics we measured are heritable at some level in some regions. Multiple investigators have demonstrated heritability of volumes in specific sub regions of the brain in both human and rodent studies [42] [14] [43] [5] . Other recent studies have detected significant global heritability of FA, AD and RD in human populations [8] [9] . And multiple studies have demonstrated heritability of specific regions of connectivity, in human [44] [45] . However, this is one of the first to bring together a robust study of heritability of all of these metrics (volume, FA, AD, RD, connection strength) in the mouse. We have demonstrated region specific heritability of volume, FA, AD, RD and connectivity.
We evaluated three strains (B6, D2, CAST) where neuroanatomical and connectome differences were expected to be comparatively modest after correcting for global differences in brain volume, and one strain (BTBR) with major disruptions of interhemispheric connections. Working with isogenic animals (n = 8/strain) has allowed us to measure the within-strain variability of all traits with good precision, but with the caveat the we have sampled only a small number of genomes. The experimental design allowed us to test the methods in detection of major differences (e.g. the BTBR) where the anatomy is so different that one must be concerned about artifacts from label registration and other experimental errors in the processing pipeline.
There is a remarkably robust collection of heritable phenotypes. Volume is highly heritable across the entire range of the structures included. In a previous study, we demonstrated that genotype accounted for ~ 60% of the variability of volume differences in 33 regions of the brain of a cohort of C57BL/6 mice and nine different strains from the BXD family [3] . The average coefficient of variation of volume for the 33 structures across 10 strains was 7.5 ± 3.5%. These new studies provide the same data for 166 ROIs (in both hemispheres) with substantially improved precision. As seen in Figure S6 , the coefficient of variation within a strain for the majority of the regions is ~5%. The heritability is not strongly dependent on the absolute volume of the structure. And more than 150 structures are highly heritable (>0.8). Previous GWAS studies have demonstrated heritability of volume in subcortical regions by aggregating data from fifty studies [6, 32] . The VETSA study compared 1,237 twins focusing on heritability of cortical thickness [46] . The ENIGMA consortium expanded on the heritability of subcortical structures by comparing lateral symmetry using 15,847 MRI scans from 52 different data sets [47] . A more recent study of data from the UK Biobank measured heritability across morphometric, diffusion and functional data in 8,428 individuals [10] .
Kochunov et al demonstrated that whole brain FA and RA had strong genetic dependence while the genetic link to AD was not significant [8] . A twin study by Gustavson et al revealed that all of the regions they measured were heritable and FA and MD accounted for roughly half the heritability in the tract subdivision [48] . Recent studies from the UK Biobank have explored a number of image derived phenotypes demonstrating regional heritability of FA, AD and RA [10] . Our work shows similar results with FA having the highest heritability of the scalar diffusion metrics. In the full group (including BTBR), the FA is strongly heritable (>0.8) in ~130 of 166 regions of interest. Surprisingly, in the smaller group of more similar strains heritability is still >0.8 in over 100 of the ROIs. AD and RD are not as strongly linked. But heritability is still >0.8 in 50 ROIs (for RA) and ~30 ROIs for AD.
Finally, the Human Connectome Project has generated multiple studies of heritability of specific structural circuits in the brain. Figure 5 in this work shows again, a remarkably rich set of vertices (~280) with strong heritability. As with the scalar metrics ( Figure 2 ), the evidence of genetic dependence in the connection strength is still there when the BTBR strain is removed from the analysis. Statistically robust comparison of connectomes is challenging because of false discovery. Trends that seem apparent in the color-coded adjacency matrices are influenced by our brain's ability to integrate the patterns. Creation of a connectivity profile for each node exploits this effect yielding a more statistically method to define those nodes that have the most statistically robust difference across the strains.
The brain is the most complicated organ in the body. Understanding its genetic underpinnings starts with an understanding of the structure. But the structure is fractal with collections of neurons linked through axons, collections of axons linked to local circuits, circuits classified as short or long range. No single view or scale provides a complete picture and no single method is sufficient. Unwinding the genetic links to brain structure provides a crucial role to understanding so many diseases, autism, dementia and Alzheimer's disease. Sorting through the extraordinary complexity of these data can quickly become overwhelming. Rank ordering the scalar metrics and the most critical nodes in the connectome helps bring specific circuits in focus. Sophisticated network analysis can then be used to construct hypotheses connecting structural changes to behavior. The methods shown here allow one to span the scale from meso to micro over the whole brain. When coupled to the power provided through isogenic colonies promises a statistically robust approach to linking connectome to genome.
STAR METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:
LEAD CONTACT AND DATA AVAILABILITY
Further information and requests for data should be directed to the Lead Contact, G. Allan Johnson, (gjohnson@duke.edu)
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
All studies were performed under protocols approved by the Duke Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUCC). We choose four strains for comparison.
1. C57BL/6J (B6)-often referred to as "the mouse"-the references strain for murine genomics and neuroscience. B6 is the maternal strain of the large BXD family of strains (n of 150 progeny strains; [15] ). B6 is a member of the Mus musculus domesticus subspecies, and has a mean brain weight of 479 ± 3.7 mg (n = 259, all brain data generated in our laboratory using relatively uniform methods, [26] and www.mbl.org/references/BrainWeightOfStrainofMice.xlsx, and GeneNetwork trait 49909). 2. DBA/2J (D2)-the oldest fully inbred strain-and like B6, also sequenced [27] . D2 is the other parent of the BXD family, a Mus musculus domesticus with a mean brain weight of 403 ± 4.5 mg (n = 154). 3. CAST/EiJ (CAST)-a fully inbred derivative of a wild Southeast Asian subspecies of Mus musculus (M. m, castaneus) . This strain breeds well with other strains, and although somewhat smaller has a mean brain weight of 395 ± 4.6 mg m (n = 23).
4. BTBR T+ Itpr3 tf /J (BTBR)-a common inbred strain with well-known behavioral and neuroanatomical abnormalities including a highly penetrant callosal defect [28] [29] [49] . A Mus musculus domesticus with a brain weight of 487 ± 3.9 mg very close to that of B6 (n = 51)
The first three were chosen to test the ability of our protocols to distinguish more subtle differences in the volumes, DTI parameters, and connectomes. All three have normal CNS structure but nearly a 20% range of difference in total mean brain weights and volumes with B6 and BTBR having larger brains and D2 and CAST/Ei having smaller brains [15] . In contrast, BTBR has substantially abnormal brain structure that impacts forebrain commissures [28] [29] [49] Four males and four females for each strain were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Brains were actively stained using methods outlined in detail previously. The method fixes the tissue and infuses Prohance, a Gd contrast agent, that reduces the spin lattice relaxation time (T1) [11] . The mandible was removed to allow use of a smaller radiofrequency coil and the specimens mounted in a 12 mm diameter plastic cylinder. The cylinder was filled with fomblin, an inert fluorocarbon that reduces susceptibility artefacts. All cases were young adults at 90 days of age.
METHOD DETAILS Image Acquisition
MR images were acquired on a 9.4T vertical bore magnet with Resonance Research gradients providing ~2000 mT/m maximum gradient. The system is controlled by an Agilent Direct Drive console. Specimens were mounted in a 12 mm diameter single sheet solenoid radiofrequency coil. Three-dimensional (3D) diffusion weighted images were acquired with a Stejskal Tanner rf refocused spin echo sequences with TR/TE of 100/12.7 ms and b values of 4000 s /mm 2 . Forty-six volumes were acquired, each with a different gradient angle along with 5 baseline (b0) images distributed throughout the four-dimensional (4D) acquisition. Sampling angles were uniformly distributed on the unit sphere. Compressed sensing was used with an acceleration of 4 X to reduce the acquisition time to 23.2 hrs/specimen [24] . The result is a 4D image array with isotropic spatial resolution of 45 um (voxel volume of 91 pl).
Image Registration
The 4D array (256x256x420x51) was passed to a post processing pipeline that first registered the five b0 images together. Then each of the diffusion weighted 3D volumes was registered to this average to correct for eddy current distortion. The registered 4D array was passed to DSI Studio which generated scalar images (AD, RD, FA, ClrFA) using the DTI model and NQA-normalized quantitative anisotropy and color NQA images using generalized q sampling [50] . Representative images ( Figure S1 ) demonstrate the complimentary anatomic detail provided by these scalars to assist in the label registration.
A 3D label set was registered onto each 4D volume in that volume's native reference frame i.e. the reference frame in which the data were acquired. Waxholm Space (WHS)
[51], an isotropic label set for the mouse brain was expanded by Calabrese et al was extended with an additional 18 regions of interest yielding 166 regions of interest on each half of the brain [20] . A symmetric label set was generated by reflecting the label set through the midline. The symmetrized label set helps minimize bias in lateral comparisons [52] . The complete list of labels is available in the Supplemental material (Table S2 ). The labels are isotopic, i.e. they extend in all three planes at the same spatial resolution (45um) ( Figure S7 ). Figure S8 summarizes the path of the labels from the WHS atlas to the individual specimen [53] . Left and right labels were generated for each of the 32 specimens by creating a strain-and subject-specific spatial mapping to WHS. These are the source images (DWI, FA, AD, RD) referred to here as "WHS-Atlas", including the label set of 166 regions per side. Since there were significant anatomic differences between the strains which might push the registration pipeline beyond its capabilities, an intermediate hybrid average was generated for each strain. Averages were generated using a pipeline incorporating ANTS [54] with the following steps: (1) an automated skull stripping algorithm removed all the external tissue from the DWI and FA images;
(2) A second stage of affine transform was applied, again using the DWI; (3) Six iterations of non-linear registration were performed using the diffeomorphic Symmetrized-Normalization algorithm as implemented in the Advanced Normalization Tools software [54, 55] , and was driven by the FA contrast. After each diffeomorphic warp, images were averaged to create a new template. An average of all the inverse warps was then applied incrementally to move the shape of this template towards the median shape of the group before being used as the target of the next iteration. The strain averages were created from 8 specimens in that strain. Hybrid averages were created by averaging the 8 B6 with the 8 data volumes of the strain to which the labels were being mapped. Linear registrations used the Mattes similarity metric, while non-linear jobs used cross-correlation. The pipeline and validation have been described fully in [53] . For D2, the WHS-symmetric labels were warped using the appropriate transform chain and nearest neighbor interpolation such that each template had its own unedited label set. Before being propagated to the individual specimens, the template labels in the strain average were inspected and manually edited. It was necessary to refine the white matter of the cerebellum via thresholding of the template FA image. D2 and CAST required slight manual edits, primarily involving the boundary of the Caudate Putamen, while significant edits were made to the BTBR template labels due to notable anatomical differences in the cortex and midline structures. To minimize any artificial left-right asymmetric biases that might have been manually introduced during label editing, a symmetrized version of each strain template was created by mirroring the left or right side of the images and labels to the opposite side. For each subject, one last FA-driven non-linear registration was performed between it and its symmetrized template, and the left-derived and right-derived labels were accordingly mapped to the data as it was acquired. The decision to use the left-or right-derived data was made by measuring the coefficient of variation (CoV) of the left and right volumes for each structure for all specimens, and observing which side featured the lowest average CoV. Mapping a given specimen into the appropriate atlas allowed one to apply the symmetric labels and then transform the data back to native space.
Connectome Generation
Tracts were generated using the generalized Q-sampling (GQI) fiber tracking algorithm in DSI studio with a maximum of 3 fibers per pixel [56] . The propagation direction was calculated by applying trilinear interpolation on the fiber orientations provided from neighborhood voxels. The next point was then determined by moving in the propagation direction 0.02 mm. The propagation process was repeated until the tracking trajectory exceeded either a turning angle of greater than 45°, or the anisotropy value of the current position was below a predetermined threshold. Two million fibers were generated with whole brain seeding. For whole brain tractography (white matter and gray matter), the FA threshold was 0.1 with a minimum fiber length of 0.5 mm. Five million fibers were generated with whole brain seeding.
Whole brain connectomes were generated for each specimen in DSI studio using the registered label set with 166 regions of interest on each hemisphere. The seed and target regions were ordered based on their developmental origins. A complete key for region number and its anatomical definition is included in the supplemental information.
DATA AVAILABILITY
Scalar data for each specimen were aggregated into a single Excel sheet which contained two separate lists (left and right hemisphere) for all 166 labels followed by volume, mean value of FA, AD, RD for each sub region. Volume data for each sub region of a given strain were normalized to the total brain volume of that strain. The data package for each specimen consists of 51 unregistered 3D MRI volumes; a registered 4D volume; scalar images; mean values from the 166 regions for the scalars; tractography files from DSI studio; and connectomes. The aggregated data set is > 500 GB. Representative data are available from our website (https://civmvoxport.vm.duke.edu/voxbase/studyhome.php?studyid=402 ). User access is acquired with the username: heritability password: connectome Access for additional data is provided through request at the same url.
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The authors declare no competing interests. when the BTBR is excluded. The color scale in each plot is a log for the value of that index (volume, fa, radial diffusivity, or axial diffusivity). 
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